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Block-Staff Token ($STAFF): Empowering Block-Staff Ecosystem Participants 

Abstract: This whitepaper outlines the features and tokenomics of Block-Staff Token ($STAFF), a utility 

token built on the Avalanche blockchain. $STAFF aims to reward ecosystem participants, including 

customers and candidates, by creating a robust and sustainable token economy. The whitepaper 

provides an overview of fundamental token metrics and features. It also details the mechanisms in place 

to maintain a balanced token supply, ensuring long-term value for stakeholders. 

 

1. Introduction:  

Block-Staff Token ($STAFF) is a deflationary  utility token designed to incentivize and reward users within 

the Block-Staff ecosystem. By leveraging the Avalanche blockchain, $STAFF aims to create a secure, 

scalable, and efficient platform for participants to engage with various services, while fostering the 

growth and development of the ecosystem and incentivize its participants. The initial fair launch aims to 

assign a fair market value to the token before its full adoption in Block-Staff ecosystem. 

 

2. Token Utility 

Following full rewards pool unlock, $STAFF will be used to reward ecosystem participants, i.e. users of  

lock-Staff services (clients and candidates) in form of loyalty rewards,  

Participants will be able to redeem the tokens for additional services or use them for payment for core 

services. They will also have the option to realize monetary value of awarded tokens by selling them on 

the open market. In addition, $STAFF will be used to power a blockchain – based and AI utilizing staffing 

platform, set to be developed in collaboration with partners and launched in Q42027. 

 

3. Token Supply and distribution:  
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Total Supply: 65.000.000 $STAFF 

Maximum Supply: 70.000.000 $STAFF 

The total initial supply of Block-Staff Token ($STAFF) is set at 65,000,000 tokens. These tokens will be 

utilized to drive the growth and adoption of the ecosystem, while maintaining a fair and sustainable 

token distribution. 

34,499,999 $STAFF will be sold in a public crowdfunding presale and is locked. Tokens will be distributed 

to investors proportional to the capital allocation. 

34,499,999 $STAFF will be used for liquidity pooling and is locked. Liquidity pool will be open for public 

trading. 

2 $STAFF tokens have been kept in deployment wallet, for testing purposes 

Additional token mint: 

Additional 5,000,000 $STAFF tokens will be minted following liquidity pool launch, reaching a supply cap 

of 70.000.000 $STAFF tokens. No more tokens will be minted beyond this point.  

These tokens will be subject to linear unlock over period of 20 months.  and allocated as follows: 

Rewards pool – 50%; Team – 25%; Marketing and partnerships – 25%. 

 

4. Release schedule 

The entire initial token supply of (minus 2 testing tokens) will be in circulation following liquidity pool 

launch, no vesting schedule will apply. Initial price of $STAFF upon pool launch will be equal 

crowdfunding round, which will incentivize early investors to hold their $STAFF tokens. Concerns related 

to negative price action following liquidity pool launch are therefore less significant. 

The additional mint of 5.000.000 $STAFF will be subject to linear unlock over a period of 20 months, with 

no cliff. 50% of every unlock will be locked in a rewards pool and used for rewards, following rewards 

pool unlock. 

The exact rewards mechanism, i.e. individual rewards allocation will be voted on by token holders. There 

are 2 major rewards mechanism proposals, both dependent on token price valuation and distribution 

following the 20 month unlock period. Other community proposals receiving majority of the votes will 

be including in the final voting, too. 

We anticipate the token price discovery to take place withing the initial 20 months from its launch on 

open market. This is a pre-requisite to a reward model ensuring not only fair rewards but also a fair 

.distribution of the rewards pool. 
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5. Crowdfunding Presale:  

50% of the total initial supply (32,499999 $STAFF tokens) have been allocated for a crowdfunding 

presale. Participants in the presale will have the opportunity to acquire $STAFF tokens at a 

predetermined price.The presale is taking place on SUSHISWAP DEX in their MISO launchpad section. In 

order to participate, investors will need to connect with their wallets (Metamask, TrsutWallet, etc) set on 

Avalanche (AVAX) network. The crowdsale pair is $STAFF - $SUSHI, with presale price beign set at 0.033 

SUSHI per one STAFF token. 

 

 

 

100% of $SUSHI raised will be used to launch a liquidity pool on SUSHISWAP DEX. 

Minimum 25% of total token allocation will need to be sold in order for the sale to be successful. Any 

unsold token supply will be burned and tokenomics automatically adjusted proportionally to remaining 

supply, including the additional scheduled mint. The proportions of the tokenomics will be maintained. 

 

6. Liquidity Pool:  

All funds raised during the presale will be locked in a liquidity pool to ensure adequate liquidity for the 

$STAFF token. Additionally, the remaining 50% of the total initial supply (32,499.999 $STAFF tokens) will 

also be used for the liquidity pool. This will create stability and facilitate trading activities within the 

ecosystem. 

Liquidity will be locked for maximum available lockup period on SUSHISWAP – 180 days. 
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.7. Reward Pool Allocation: 

 Out of the 5,000,000 minted tokens, 50% (2,500,000 $STAFF tokens) will be allocated to a rewards pool. 

This pool will remain locked and will be gradually unlocked 20 months following the decentralized 

exchange (DEX) listing. The reward pool serves as an incentive for long-term participation in the 

ecosystem. Voting on rewards mechanism will take place before rewards pool unlock to ensure 

immediate rewards program deployment. 

 

8. Marketing Allocation:  

25% (1,250,000 $STAFF tokens) of the minted tokens will be allocated to marketing efforts. These tokens 

will be utilized to raise awareness, promote the Block-Staff ecosystem, and drive user acquisition. The 

marketing allocation aims to enhance the visibility and adoption of $STAFF. These tokens will be subject 

to linear vesting schedule across 20 months with no cliff. 

 

9. Team Allocation:  

The remaining 25% (1,250,000 $STAFF tokens) of the minted tokens will be allocated to the core team. 

This allocation rewards the team for their efforts in building and maintaining the Block-Staff ecosystem, 

aligning their interests with the long-term success of the project. These tokens will be subject to linear 

vesting schedule across 20 months with no cliff. 

 

10. Token Burning and Adjustments:  

Detailed in the crowdfunding sale section; no further burns or adjustments will be made. 

 

11  Summary of key facts: 

Token name: Block-Staff Token 

Ticker Symbol: $STAFF 

Logo:  

Total Supply: 65.000.000 

Max. Supply: 70.000.000 
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Token Contract:  

0x1b1d95b8d751b7de71Ff7a76ce0E0e66ecA8d219 

Blockchain explorer link: https://snowtrace.io/token/0x1b1d95b8d751b7de71Ff7a76ce0E0e66ecA8d219  

Blockchain: Avalanche (AVAX) 
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